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.dbstract.' Language is inseparable frorn culture, consequently when

we teach a foreign language we should also teach its culture, it is an

axiom. However, as English now belongs to the world as its lingua

franca, used as a native language by severa! different nationalities, the

nagging question is 'Whose culture do we have to iearn?' ln a TEFL
country such as Indonesia, teaching cross-cultural understanding is ex-

ffemely difficult for various reasons and whether it is actually neces-

sary to teach it considering the objectives of TEFL in Indonesia, the

limited time allotment for teaching the language itself, the immense

amount of materials to be covered, the lack of resources and the teach-

ers' questiohable competence in handiing the subject. This paper will
discuss the background of CCU, the problerns involved in teaching

CCU and offer tentative solutions

Key words: culture, cross-cultute, critical incident, culturai relativ-

ism, culfural awareness.

Susan, an Arnerican wolnan, was staying overnight for the first tirne

with a Japanese farnily in Japan (Tomalin and Stempleski, 1993: 84). Af-
ter dinner, she had a long chat with irer hosts. As the night wore on, her

hosts invited her to take a bath, but she said she was not in a hurry to do

so and woultl do it later. However, her hosts politely and repeatedly in-

sisted that she did.
ln Japanese culture, a guest staying with a family is honoured and in

this case even in taking a bath. The guest would be invited to take a bath

first and members of the family would then follow and they would never

do it first. Taking a bath in Japan means that one has ts wash one's body
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clean llrst and orrly then can s/he dip into the bathtub (it is usually a small
one). Afterwards s/he can wash again. when s/he is finished, the other
members of the family would take turns to take a bath using the same wa-
ter in the bathtub.

susan could speak Japanese fluentiy, but she committed a criticar ac-
cident, that is a cultural blunder, ot "..asituation where there is a commu-
nication problem between people of different cultures.,, (Tomalin and
stempleski, 1993:84). she failed to realize that her hosts actually hinted
that it was bedtime, and in Japanese culture one should take a bath before
bedtirne. Being a guest, she should take it first so that members of the host
family could take a bath after her; but she was ignorant of this custom.
Susan was linguistically proficient, but culturally poor.

The incident above illustrates the fact that if,one wants to learn a for-
eign language 'perfectly', slhe has also to learn its culture, so one of the
major aims of teaching cross-cultural understanding (CCU) in teaching a
foreign language is to make the students culturally proficient as well. This
paper will discuss culture and cross-cultural unelerstanding, the main rea-
sons we need to study CCU, aims of CCU, assumptions underlying the
teaching of CCU, problems for iearners of EFL, the ideal CCU teacher,
culture-free English, suggested solutions and conclusion.

Before we address the issues in CCU, we had better review some of
the technical terms frequently used in the field.

CI-TLTURE

'The total set of,beliefs, attitucles, customs, behaviour, social habits,
etc. of the members of a particular societ-v.' (Longman Dictionary of LT
and AL. p.94).

'All those historically created designs for living, explicit or implicit,
rational, irrational, and non*rational, which exist at any given time as po-
tential guides for the behaviour of men.' (Kluckhohn and Keliy in Valdes,
1996:53)

Big C Culture (Acfuievement Cullurc)

Big C culture covers geography, history and achievements in science and
arts.(Tomalin & Stempleski, 1993: p.6-7)
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Liltte c Culture (Behavioar Cullare)

Little c culture includes culturally-influenced beliefs and perceptions, es-

pecially as expressed through language as well as through cultural behav-

iors that affect acceptability in the host cornmunity. (ibid')

Inter ca llur aI C ommunic at io n

' Communication between people ftom different cultures; communication

which is influenced by cultural values, attitudes, and behaviour'' (Levine

& Adelman, 1982: xvi). In this paper the writer uses the term 'cross-

cultural understanding' interchangeably with 'intercultural understanding'

Cro ss-cullure AnalYsis :

'Analysis of data from two or more different cultural gloups' in order to

determine if generalizations made about members of one culture are also

true of the mimbers of other cultures. Cross-cultural research is an impor-

tant part of sociolinguistics, since it is often important t9 know^ if generali-

zations made about one language group reflect the culture of or are uni-

versal.' (Longmbn Dictionary of LT and AL. p.92)

Cross-cultural Communieation (ibid.) is 'an exchange of ideas, information,

etc. between persons from different cultural backgrounds. There are often

more problems in cross-cultural communication than in communication

between people of the same cultural background. Each participant may in-

terpret thl other's speech according to his or her own cultural conventions

and expectations. Ii the cultural conventions of the speakers are widely

different, misinterpretations and misunderstandings can easily arise, even

resulting in a total breakdown communication''

Critical Incident is 'a situation where there is a communication problem

between people of different cultures' (Tomalin & stempleski, 1993: 84).

Archer 
"uttt 

lt 'Culture bump' - 'a culture burnp occurs when an individ-

ual frorn one culture finds himself or herself in a different, strange or un-

comfortable situation when interacting with persons of a different cul-

ture'(Archer, in Valdes, 1996: 170-171).
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Cullural Relatlvlsm:

'The theory that a culture can only be understood on its own terms. This
means that standards, attitudes, and beliefs from one culture should not be
used in the study or description of another culture. According to this the-
ory there are not universal cultural beliefs or values, or these are not re-
garded as important' (Longman Dictionary of Language Teaching and
Applied Linguistics, p.9a) (cf. Giuarca below).

CULTURE AND CROSS-CULTURAL UNDERSTANDING

As culture encompasses all human activities, it defies simple defini-
tion, particularly as scholars see it from different viewpoints, no wonder
then that Kroeber and Kluckhohn (1954) found over 300 definitions of
culture and George P. Murdock, an anthropologist, listed 637 major sub-
divisions of culture (Bodley, Microsoft@Encarta@ Reference Library
2003: 20).In writing this paper, the writer thinks of culture as patterns.
For example, Commager (1970: 161) defines culture as 'a bundle of pat-
tems of behaviour, habits of conduct, customs, laws, beliefs, and instinc-
tive responses that are displayed by a society.' The important feature in
this definition is the word 'patterns', so human activities and their prod-
ucts, tangible or intangible, which are patterned are culture; thus a human
behaviour that is idiosyncratic is not culture.

Culture is complicated as can be seen from its categorization. The
simple category of culture comprises material culture (products of human
manufacture), social culture (people's forms of social organization), and
ideological culture (what people think, value, believe and hold as ideals)
(Bodley, ibid. p.5). More complex categorization is propounded by Shau-
les and Abe (1997) who classifu it into hidden culture, deep culture, time-
oriented culture, gender-oriented culture, involvement culture and context
culture. Hidden culture is 'Cultural elements that we don't notice con-
sciously, but rather we feel intuitively.'(p.10). 'Deep culture is the most
fundamental beliefs and values of a group of people' and 'beliefs are the
things which a person or a culture accept as true' as religious beliefs;
whereas 'values are based on beliefs, and represent what is thought to be
right or wrong.' (pp.80-81) Time, social status, beliefs about human na-
ture, and the purpose of human existence are some examples of deep cul-
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ture.
Gender-oriented culture 'categorizes different cultures by degrees of

masculinify and femininity. Masculine culture values traits such as asser-

tiveness, competition and material success. Cultures considered feminine
value traits such as quality oflife, interpersonal relationships and concern
for the weak. Male cultures emphasize differences between men and

women, whereas feminine cultures allow for more overlapping between
male and female roles.' (p.60). Japan, Italy, Great Britain, and Swiss are

some countries quoted as highly male-oriented cultures, whereas Sweden,

the Netherlands, Chile and Thailand are some of the highly female-
oriented cultures. It is difficult to characterize Indonesia as it consists of
so many ethnic groups, tribes and bands, each having its own culture.
Batak and Bali would be highly male-oriented culture whereas Minangka-
bau highly female-dominated culture.

Time-oriented culture is divided into monochronic and polychronic
cultures. In monochromic culture people do things one at a time, whereas

in polychronic culture it is the opposite, that is simultaneously. Watch, for
example, shop assistants serving customers. In a monochronic culture,
shop assistants attend to customers one by one, whereas in a polychronic
culture like lndonesia, they serve customers simultaneously. Not infre-
quently, lndonesians going overseas visiting a monochronic culture com-
mit critical incidents due to their polychronic cultural behaviour; for ex-
ample waiting in line when buying something in a shop, many Indone-
sians violate the custom by jumping the queue, resulting in an embarrass-

ment as the cashier tells him or her to line up.

Context culture is divided into high context culture and low context
culture. High context culture is a culture that 'ernphasizes an appreciation
of context and the ability to understand without relying on words', an ex-
ample of this is Japan and Java. Low context culture is the opposite, that is
it 'emphasizes the use of words themselves to carry the bulk of meaning,o

an example of this is the US, where 'messages tend to be more concrete
and detailed' (pp.65-66).

Involvement culture is also divided into two: high involvement cul-
ture and low involvement culture. Outward expressiveness when interact-
ing with others is the measure of involvement. In the high involvement
culture, people tend to be 'highly emotional and expressive, using more
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body language and having a highly interactive style of communication',
like many cultures in the Middle East and Latin America' (p.66);whereas
low involvement culture is the opposite, such as Japan and Java where
people tend to be less emotional, less expressive, and employ less ges-
tures.

WHY DO WE NEED TO STUDY CCU?

It is a fact that language is a part of culture, in other words, it is in-
separable. Tomalin and stompleski (ibid. p.105) argue that 'communica-
tion, language, and culture cannot be separated'. They further assert that
in order to communicate successfully, we have to be fluent culturally and
linguistically. It is only logical then that if we learn a foreign language, we
also need to learn its culture. The most obvious example is when we learn
the vocabulary of a foreign language, there are quite a number of lexical
items which could be understood only if we know the cultural background
of the foreign language. In relation to this, Brown (in Valdes, 1996: p.45)
suggests that 'culture is really an integral part of the interaction between
language and thought. Cultural patterns, customs, and ways of life are ex-
pressed in language; culture-specific world views are reflected in lan-
guage.' If that is the case, when we read a text in a foreign language actu-
ally we also try to understand the thought of foreign people which is very
much influenced by their culture.

If we do not understand the culture, consequently we will not be able
to comprehend the text more or less fully. For exampie, "My Brother's
Keeper" is a title of a film. Those who do not know the cultural back-
ground of the title would think that it is an ordinary title and would not be
able to enjoy the film as much as those who do. The title is taken from the
Bible (Genesis 4:9) in which God asks Cain, who has murdered his
brother, Abel, where his brother is, and Cain replies, "I am not my
brother's keeper." Another similar exarnple is the title of a novel ',Abso-
lom! Absalonr!" (Faulknea 1995) which is also based on the Bible (II
Samuel: l3-19). If we do not know the background story of David as a fa-
ther who is very disappointed with his rebellious son, Absalom, we would
not be able to enjoy the novel as rnuch as if we did. As we know, the Bi-
ble has a significant influence on English and has become part of its lan-
guage and culture.
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Shaules and Abe (1997:24) suggest that 'learning to speak another
language is also learning how to change our way of looking at the world,
and our way of thinking and interacting.'Another positive remark is by
(Valdes, 1996: p.5l) who asserts that'a knowledge of many cultures ...is
essential to the acceptance of those who have grown up in different envi-
ronments. The transition from monoculturism to be or even multi-
culturism is a marvelous experience, and observing it is almost as marvel-
ous'. However, she also reminds us that in intercultural comrnunication,
understanding and acceptance are enough to achieve, approval is not es-
sential (ibid. p.50).

That 'approval is not essential' is worthy of consideration here, par-
ticularly when we deal with 'cultural relativisrn', which is 'the theory that
a culture can only be understood on its own terms. This means that stan-
dards, attitudes, and beliefs from one culture should not be used in the
study or description ofanother culture. It suggests that there are not uni-
versal cultural beliefs or values, or these are not regarded as important.'
(Longman Dictionary of Language Teaching and Applied Linguistics,
1997, p.94). For example, lying is a cultural institution in Mexican culture
(Condon, 1980), thus seen from the Mexican viewpoint, it is all right and
we can understand it and accept it as a facl but we do not have to approve
of it. Another example is the culture of 'honor killing' as practiced in Jor-
dan (Time, January I 8, 1999), To protect the honour of family, a woman
can be killed by a member of her own family. In the Time article written
by Lisa Beyer, a sixteen year old girl who had been raped was killed by
her own brother because according to the culture there she had ruined the
honour of her family even if it was not her mistake. Do we condone it?

AIMS OFCCU

In Indonesia, if the main aim of TEFL is reading, our main concern
with CCU should mostly deal with an attempt to increase students'
awareness of the cultural connotation of words and phrases (Tomalin and
Stempleski, 1993: p.8). In this respect, Maley (in Tomalin and Stempleski,
1993:3) was doubtful if culture could be taught, he would rather use the
term 'cultural awareness' for teaching, meaning that we could only raise
awareness of cultural factors, as cultural-awareness raising is an aspect of
values education. In relation to this, Seelye (1966) is'more specific; he
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suggested seven goFls of CCU instruction:
r To help students to develop an understanding ofthe fact that all peo-

ple exhibit culturally-conditioned behaviours
r To help students to develop an understanding that social variables

such as age, sex, social class, and place of residence influence the
ways in which people speak and behave

o To help students to become more aware of conventional behaviour in
common situations in the target culture

r To help students to increase their awareness of the cultural connota-
tions of words and phrases in the target language. (This is a very im-
portant for TEFL in lndonesia).
To help students to develop the ability to evaluate and refine generali-
zations about the target culture.
To help students to develop the necessary skills to locate and organize
information about the target culture
To stimulate students' intellectual curiosity about the target culture,
and to encourage empathy towards its people.

Whereas Valette (in Valdes, 1996:i8l) has the following aims:
r developing a gteater awareness of and a broader knowledge about

the target culture
r acquiring a command of the etiquette of the target culture.
r understanding differences between the target culture and the

student's culture
o understanding the values ofthe target culture.

In this case, we in Indonesia should have different aims for different
groups of learners as suggested below:

a. For those who are going to become teachers of English
b. For those going overseas to live or study for a lengthy period of

time
c. For those going overseas to live or study for a brief period
d. For those who will never go overseas but they will mainly read

English materials or work in a company where they have to deal

with foreigners.
The aims of these different groups will be discussed later.
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ASSUMPTIONS

There are two assumptions presented here, one is seen from the
viewpoint of textbook writers, the other from the leamer's. Firstly,
seen from the author's viewpoint, most of the English textbooks on
cross-cultural understanding are nryitten under the assumption that
the leamers will visit an English-speaking country, and so they deal
with the culture of an English speaking country. Each book under-
standably only deals with one particr,rlar English speaking country
(such as the US, Great Britain, or Australia) and is usuaily
intended for people who will be living in that country for a considerable
period of time"

By culture here is rneant culture in the widest sense of the term. The
problems in this case are the meaning of,'culture' itself and how to select

cultural aspects the learners have to know given limited tirne allotrnent in
formal schooling. Different scholars, mostiy anthropologists, have differ-
ent definitions of culture and consequently they also have different cate-
gorizations of culture. For example Murdock (Murdock, et al. 1971) has 7
facets of culture and 888 categories, Hall (1959) has 10 Prirnary Message
Systems and 100 categories, Nostrand (1914) has 12 themes, Brooks
(1975) has 62 aspects, Maslow (1954) has 5 basic needs, Kraemer (1973)
has 2l elements, Taylor and Sorensen (1961) has 7 categories. Which
categorization should we follow?

Secondly, the assumption is seen from the learner's view'point. Now
supposing we liave to learn American English and its cultural background,
according to Kraerner {Valdes, 1996:154 ), we have to leam the following
aspects: Individualism, egalitarianism, action orientation, perception of in-
terpersonal encounters, universalism, definition of persons, collective
wisdom, process of decision making, competition, a best rvay of doing
something, knowledge gained through observation, unnecessary qualifica-
tion, utilitarian aspects of experience, prcblem orientation, thought, rea-

soning, impatience, comparative judgments, offering one's services, self-
help, and using absurd suppositions.

In relation to the American culture, Brewster and Brewster (Brewster
and Brewste4 1976\ suggest the following themes: the physical worid,
disease, Iife st1,le, economics, private property, 4otivation, visible
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achieveme't, chalrge and progress, action, work and play, reasoning pat-
tcrns, decision making, authority, sociai interaction, friendship, kinsirip,
gift giving, individuality, uniformity, competition, being sick, ciises, emo-
tion, religion and the supernatural.

Another set of topics for a syllabus on ccu from American Lan-
guage Institute Manual1979 (Valdes, ibid. p.152) is as follows:
( I ) The United States - The Melting por Sociefy

- diagram of Arnerican ethnicity emphasize the melting pot idea _
has it succeeded?

- discuss "mainstream Ainerica"
(2) Mexican Culture

- attitudes of and toward Mexir:an-American
- spanish and Mexican influences in many parts of the united states

(3) Blacks in Arnerica
- attitudes of and toward
- hfartin Luther King and the Civil Rights movement
-uncle Torn's cabin excerpt I short stories written by Black Ameri-

cans
(4) Native Americans

- contributions of
- Indian folk stories
- American Indians as depicted by films

(5) Religion in America
- attitude toward
- different kinds
- effects on culfure
- cults and organized religion

(6) Women in America
- contributions of
- affitudes of and toward
- ERA and anti-abortionists
- Antiabortionists

(7) The American Farnily
- structure
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- values
- level ofcloseness
- dependence / independence

(8) American customs
- multiplicity of

(9) The American Character
- stereotlpes
- m)'ths
- various types

(10) Big Cities vs. Smatrl Towns
- ways and attitudes

(i 1) American Business
- how does it affect relations and attitudes
- commercialization: Christmas and Easter

(12) Pop Culture
- abstract painting / Andy Warhol's "Campbell Soup Can"
- rock music
- disco music

(13) American Attitudes
- toward themselves
- toward the world

(14) A View from the Outside
- from abroad, how are Americans viewed in other countries? - look-

ing at the arts and literature.
From the list of features above, we can see that learning a foreign culture
is not only difficult, but also overwhelming. To learn all of them would be

next to impossible and perhaps only an American native speaker teacher
can handle those topics suggested in the syllabus above. For example, a
non-native speaker teacher would find it difficult to discuss ERA and the

anti-abortionist movement, or about abstract painting and Andy Warhol's
"Campbell Soup Can". A number of questions would certainly arise if we
have to learn those items in a non-English speaking setting such as in In-
donesia: Do we have to learn all of those items? Can our teachers (non-

native speakers) teach them? Can we cover the whole items in the allotted
time? How do we select the relevant ones for our purposes? (Valdes i996:
p.157) adds: To what degree can culture learning be"successfully inte-
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grated?

PITOBLEMS FOR LEARNERS OF EFL

In relation to the above, generally speaking the biggest problem now
is that English, being a linguafrancc, spoken and written by different na-
tionalities, cannot be claimed by people from just one Engrish-speaking
country with 'one hornogeneous culture' (eventhough such a country per-
haps does not exist). There are now 36 nations claiming Engiish as their
first language (crystal, 1997).l'hus the crucial question in terms of cul-
ture lvhen we leam English as a foreign language is "whose eulture do we
have to leam?" If we know exactly which English speaking country we
are planning to visit, then the answer is relatively simple; but most of the
learners of English in Indonesia do not know whether they will even ever
go overseas in an English speaking country to study or just to make a brief
visit. In addition, many of them perhaps would go overseas not to an Eng-
lish speaking country, but they have to use English an)'way, for example
to go to Holland, Thailand, Singapore, the Fhilippines or India whose cul-
tures are different from the US, the UK or Australia. Still much larger
number of English learners would need Engiish to be used domesticaliy,
that is to read textbooks or to work in a company employing foreigners.
The foreigners in such a company can be of any nationality from any
country, be it English-speaking or non-English speaking, whose cultures
vary widely.

ln this case then, we have to question the assurnption that those who
learn Engiish would visit an English speaking country and consequently
have to learn its culture" Even if they do not go overseas, the dilemma still
rernains: ianguage learning is inseparable frorn culture learning, but we
still encounter the perplexing question: whose culture? Is there any cul-
ture-{'ree English? (see discussion on this issue elsewhere),
In dealing with teaching CCU, more specifically we will encounter the
following problems:
l. Given that language is inseparable from culture, how do we teach our

students who will most probably not go to an English speaking coun-
try?

2. As English is now spoken by many nationalities, which culture do
they have to learn if they do not know which country they plan to go
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to?
The English speaking people (expatriates) who they might meet herc

in Indonesia are not necessarily native speakers of English, but vari-

ous nationalities whose English proficiency will be affected by their

own respective culture. What and which culture do we have to teach?

As eulture is such a behemoth, which parts or aspects do we have to

teach nninirnally?
If they do have to leam CCU and have to do some comparison be-

fween Ll culture andl-2 culture, Lado points out the following prob-

lems (Valdes, 1996: 55-60)
r Trouble spot 1: When the sarne form has different classification

or meaning in two cultures. When any element of the form of a

complex pattem has different classification or meaning across

culture, e.g" bultfighting seen by Spaniards and by Americans. in

lndonesia, a foreigner leaming lndonesian would be baffled by

the word 'kita'. In standard Xndonesian, 'kita' is'inclusive we"
But if the foreigner goes to East Kalimantan, he wouid be sur-

prised that'kita' means 'you'(honorific), and 'kita' in Makassar

tan also mean 'you' (whereas 'kamio - exclusive 'we' in stan-

dard Indonesian - rneans 'inclusive we' there). 'Leg' in Javanese

can be rendered into 'sampeyan' , 'st)ktr' , 'sikil' , and 'ceker' (fot
animal); and'head' into'mestaka','siralt','endltas','pathak''
Learners of Javanese as a foreign language perhaps rvould be

perplexed why a Javanese being angry with someone would

shout, "(E)nclhasmer!" when literally ffanslated it only rneans

"Your head!" The r.lnderstanding of this phrase requires CCU,

that is that in .Iavanese certain lexiqal items are used to refer to

the same form but with different connotation. In this case the ad-

dressor condescends the addressee by equalizing him with ani-

mals as 'endhas' ('head') is only used to refer to the head of an

animal.
r Trouble spot 2: A form in culture B, identified by an observer

from culture A as the same form as one in his own culture, actu-

ally has a different meaning. Hissing is disapproval in the US,

but call for silence in Spanish speaking audience. Shaking one's

head in many cultures indicates disapproval, but in India it is the
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othcr way around. (The head movement, however, is slightly dif-
ferent)

r Trouble spot 3: When the same meaning in two sultures is asso-
ciated with different forms. In Japan, when a teacher points to a
student to answer a question and the student is doubtful whether
the question is directed to him or to his neighbours, he would
point his index finger to his nose and ask "Me?"; whereas in In-
donesia the student would touch his chest with his hand.

r Trouble spot 4: The members of one culture usually assume that
their way of doing things, of understanding the world around
them, their forrns and their meanings, are the correct ones.
Hence, when another culture uses other forms or other rneanings
it is rvrong. For example, using the left hand vs. the right hand
for giving something; for the .travanese, the 'only right way' of
giving something to someone and receiving something from
sorneone is by using the right hand, so doing otherwise is .totally

unacceptable'.
r Trouble spot 5: When a pattern that has the same form and the

same meaning shows different distributions. For example, in the
villages of East Java people sen/e guests coffee at any time dur-
ing the day, whereas in Central Java, it is only in the morning,
otherwise tea with sugar. Perhaps the cultural implication in East
Java is that because the host wants to honour the guest, so he
serves coffee, not tea which is cheaper.

" Trouble spot 6: When rnembers of one culture, who ncrrmally
recognize many subgroups in the population of their own culture,
assume that another culture with which they come in contact is
uniform. This assumption is called overgeneralizatlon or stereo-
typing.

These trouble spots can cause cultural bumps for foreign language leam-
ers.

In terns of reading in EFL, one of the major problems is understand-
ing partial ernbedding of a saying or proverb. Learners who are not famil-
iar with the full citation of a saying or proverb would definitely get baf-
fled reading such an embedding.

The following is a good example taken from a corpus linguistics

4.

5.
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(Charteris-Black, 2002: 1 ):

. Leicester meet Rosslyn Park. The new broom that swept in with the new season.

. Avenue are back again. But the new broom seems to have swtpt

'he recalls. "It needed a new broom, innovation and marketing. lnstead.

" in the deserl. Under Monty's new broom, and working closely with RAF
. John Robins, the nerv broom at Cuardian, the UK composite, has
. 1m rights issue this week, as new-broom chairman Ron Trenter seeks to beef

" Sir: In your editorial "New Broom for Ulster Unionism"
. is therefore on hold irntil a new broom arrives at the Vatican. Given John
. reap the rewards of Dieter Book's new broom. Latest word in the City is to

The iearners would find it difficult to understand the underlined
phrases using 'new broorn' unless we explain that it is taken from the cita-
tion form "A new broom sweeps clean" (an English proverb). A new
broom here means 'somebody new' and it occurs with much higher fre-
quency than the full proverb (only twice as against 110 occurrences in a
330 million word corpus). Such a tendency of using a proverb partially in
written English is common and this 'constitute part of a minimurn of cul-
tural knowledge for an educated speaker of a language' (ibiti.). The
teacher's job is to explain such a thing, pointing out the irnportance of cul-
tural understanding in cornprehending a text.

Another feature in CCU is the differences in communicative style. In
the US on Monday rnornings, usually people ask about how we spend our
week-ends, for example "Did you enjoy your week-end?" trn Indonesia we
hardly ask such a question, In Java when someone is passing in front of
our house, we usually ask'oWhere are you going?" which in the US such a

question would be considered irnpolite and the speaker inquisitive. If the
addressee is unwilling to tell the truth, s/he wouid just answer "I'm going

south/north/east/west" as the case may be, an answer which a native

speaker of English would never use. Thus what a native speaker asks

sometimes sounds strange to a non-native speaker, this is an instance of
different communicative style.

Another important feature in cross-cultural communication is the
verbal pattern.
Levine and Adelman (1982: l9-41) present the following pattems:

. rules of style and speaking (formal, semi-formal and formal)

.'r,ult,rttt. ( rrr.r:r-('ultuntl (lrule.sktruling: A l)ilcntmu.ftn.'l'liH, g-l

. dircctlrcss rn Amcrican English

. invitations (definite and indefinite invitations)

. speaking and refraining from speaking

. different ways of expressing common needs

. complimenting

. citicizing

. evading a question

. refusing (food)

' requesting (formal informal)
. interrupting
. giving opinions, asking advice, praising, boasting, expressing
modesty, complaining, etc.

. ending a conversation, farewell.
so far as the rvriter knows, these are lacking in TEFL lessons in Indone-
sia" Two features which require ccu and are sometimes extremely diffi-
cult to understand are jokes and carfoons. The following is an example of
ajoke:
Golfer Vs. Skydivcr
What's the difference between a crappy golfer and a crappy skydiver?
A crappy golfer goes "\trIFIACK, damrnit!"
A crappy skydiver goes "Dammit, WHACKI"'
(The FunnyMailer- Golfer Vs. Skydiver (for Septernberl3, Z00Z))

Cartocln

unless we know how English cartoonists describe sleep in their cartoons,
that is a Z, we would not be able to laugh at the above cafioon.
Figurative extensions of meaning also constitute problems as Nida (1964')
points out in the following

- "When we deal with the referential meaning of a lexical item, let us

GARFIELD
FOR THOSE OF
YOU WONDERING,
rM ONLY HAI.F
ASLEEP

Jim Davis
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say 'dog' (canis familiaris), there does not seem to be any serious

misunderstanding between cultures. However, when we deal with
the figurative extension of meanings of 'dog', it is extremely diffi-
cult and we are at a loss, e.g.'a dog' is a despicable fellow ('he's a

dirty dog'); star constellations the Great Dog and the Little Dog
(situated near Orion), mechanical devices for gripping or holding

something, an andiron, pretension ('he put on the dog') and ruin
('he went to the dogs')" (Nida, 1954:93'7.

The example above exemplifies how difficult it is for learners to un-

derstand culturally loaded lexical items.

In terms of reading ar,d writing with respect to CCU, Nida suggests that

'There are always cultural differences between societies widely separated

in tirne, and there are radicaily different degrees of cultural diversity in

conternporary societies (Nida, 1964: 147). Therefore when 1]\'e read lit-
erature or documents. we should be mindfui of the era in which the book

or the document was written as lexical items change, so d0 the meaning of
words and phrases. The follorving example is an old business letter in the

form of a poem (Lesikar, Petit, and Flatley, 1999: 59)
A Poem: The OId Language of Business

lle beg to advise and wish to state

That yours has arrived ofrecent date,

l{e have before us, its contents noted.

Herewith enclosed, the prices we quoted.

Regarding the matter, and due to the fact
That up until now your order we've lacked.

We hope yau will nol delaY it undulY

And beg to remain yours verY trulY.

Anonymous

It seems that different nationalities also have different degrees of
success in reading comprehension and recall. Carrell's study (1984) sug-

gests that 'Arabs remembered best from expository text with comparison

structures, next best from problem-solution and collections of descrip-

tions, and least well from causation structures', whereas Asians 'recalled

best from texts with either problem-solution or causation structures, and

.\trtlttilt(,, ('ntrs-('ullutul Iltrleslanding: tl I)ilcmmu for'l'lil,'1, 99

least well fiom cther comparison structures or collections of descrip-
tions.' In other words, apparently different cultures have different organ-
izational structures which affect recall, and it sounds like an extension of
Whorfian hlpothesis which claims that language shapes mind. A study on
this topic of, trndonesiairs is probably in order, and if the study arrives at
the same conclusion, we can then prepare our materials and teach our stu-
dents accordingly.

ln terms of writing (thus resulting in reading materials), Mauranen

t1992) suggests that native speakers ofEnglish 'used plenty ofdevices for
orienting the reader in terms of what is to follow in the text and how the
reader should understand the different sections ofthe text.' Cornpared to
English writers, Finnish writers 'used less demonstrative references.'
More interesting is the Japanese style of writing which does not follow
English way of writing. Their phiiosophy is it is the reader's responsibility
to understand a text, not the writer's, whereas the Western philosophy is it
is the writer's responsibility to rnake hisdrer writing clear and readable
(Kano, 20Al:25) If a piece of rvriting is very clear, to the Japanese it is
poor writing as there is no art in it. In relation to this, American students
view French writing as lacking details and rhetorical patterns, Chinese
writing verbose, ornamental and lacking in coherence (Singhal, 1998: 4).
Such different styles of writing rvould cause some comprehension prob-
lems for non-native readers. No wonder therefore that foreign students'
essays sometimes do not receive good marks simply because the profes-
sors' way of thinking cannot follow foreign students'.

Singhal (ibid. p.5) firther asssrts that 'second language reader may
have linguistic skilis, they often do not have finely honed sociocultural
skills.' As a result, sihe is 'not equipped with the knowledge to perceive
tex:ts in a culturally authentic, culturally specific way, an idea related to
lack of schema. The end result, comprehension, is based on linguistic
data.'(ibid.pp.5-6) If a reader can understand an FL text based on his lin-
guistic proficiency only, then the probabiiity of misunderstanding must be
high.

Differences in language structure are less severe than differences in
culture. In this ease Nida (ibid. p.t60) points out'In fact differences be-
tween cultures cause many more severe complications for the translator
(read 'reader', ES) than do differences in language structure.' We can al-
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ways consult a grammar book if we find diffrculties in language structure,

buf if they deal wlth cultural problems, it would be more difficult as refer-

*n"", ,o"h as dictionary would not be of much help, though some provide

limited information.
Further Nida, (ibid. p.79) also warns us of the difference between

.perception' and 'conceptualization' in dealing with CCU ' ..when the

distinCtions are based primarily on perception, there are fewer diflerences

than when the differentiations are based on concept$alization'. He gives

an example of Guaica language in southem Venezuela vs English:

Murder, stealing, lying, incest trave equivalents in Guaica, but Bad good,

ugly, and beauiifut cover a very diffrrenl area of meaning, English di

"itotoay 
'good' and 'bad' are trichotomy in Guaica: 'good', 'bad', and

'violating taboo'.

'Good: desirable food. killing enemies, chewing dope in
. moderation, putting fire on one's wife to teach her to obey, and

stealing from any person not belonging to the same band.
r Bad: rott"n froit, any object with a blemish, murdering a person of

the same band, stealing from a member of the extended family, and

lying (to anyone)
r Violating taboo: incest, being too close to one's mother-in-larv, a

married woman's eating tapir before the birth of the first child, and

a child's eating rodents.

Supposing that we are reading a novel in Guaica written by a Guaican

noveliif and it mentions something about a husband putting fire on his

wife, we would certainly think that it is very cruel indeed, when in fact in

Guaica it is considered good. We might then misinterpret the n-ressage the

novelist is tryrng to convey to us.

Appreciation of time is an example of, different conceptualization be-

tween English and Indonesian. To Engiish people, time is really a com-

nnodity and small wonder if they have the saying 'Tirne is money', 'to buy

time', etc. Even though nowadays lndonesians begin to appreciate time,

but the conceptualization of time is different. Indonesians still waste time

without feeling guilty such as unpunctuality in attending meetings and

keeping appointments, whereas Americans, for example, would sincerely

apologize when they are late, the longer the lateness, the longer the apol-

ogy as it is a serious matter.

;i,r,lt,,rtr,. ( r.().s.r-('ttlltu.ul Ilnlt.rtundtng: rl ILltntmtt.fin-'l lilL IOI

Therc ls still anothcr set of CCU problems which aro crucial but not
dcalt with thoroughly in this paper, they are the problems of non*vcrbal
communication, such as gestures, facial expressions, eye contact, space
(sce Levine and Adelman, pp. 43-46). Cartoons and advertisements, many
of them are culturally bound, are not discussed thoroughly here either.

Thus the problems in leaming another culture are immense and can bc
cxtremely complicated. The ideal teacher for a course in CCU is actually
one who has been exposed to the two cultures for a lengthy period and
who are knowledgeable about the points rnentioned above, but such
teachers a"re not easily available in Indonesia.

TIIE il}EAt CCU TEACHER.

Teaching CCU is a-n onerous task and not every English teacher can
do it well. The ideal CCU teacher should defmitely be a super scholar and
most probably a native speaker of English if we look at the aspects to be
covered srrggested above (American Language Institute Manual 1979) ,
particularly if rve interpret culture as both big C as well as small c cui-
tures. If that is the case, a CCU teaeher should be a linguist, anthropolo-
gist, literary critic, geographer, psychoiogist, social scientist, etc. How-
ever, a more mundane ideal teacher is suggested by Dunnet, Dubin,
Lezberg (in Valdes, I996:159-L60) who propose the fbllowing character-
istics:
n 'F{avs a strong background in cornparative analysis wilor comparative

cultures and,/or training in intercultural communications.'
* Comments: Training in intercultural communication is hardly provided

by the English Depar(ment af the teacher training colleges (FKIP,
IKIP ar Faeultlt rf Letters). History of Western Civilization might be
given, but it does rzol deal muclt wifh c cutture" Cross*cultural under-
standing as a subject is not one of the major swbjects in the English
Department.

. 'Have overseas training experience.'
n Comments: The majority of teachers at ttze English Department of state

FKIFs, IKIPs and Faculfies of I ellcrs have overseqs training experi-
ence. Even quite afew ofpublic senior high school teachers kave some
overseas I raining expe rience.
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a

a

a

'Can select materials which encourage intercultural point of view in the

English program.'
Cimmint: This is not a di.fficult thing to do, most teachers should be

able to identifit interculturrtl viewpaints- The only problem is the pau-

city of such materials in Indonesia'
.can integrate intercultural education with language instruction

through careft lly designed syllabi.'
comments: This is not easy to do as high school teaclters dts not have

mueh freedom to do as they have to follow a prescribed syllabus'

Teachlrs at college level may have more freedom Io design their own

syllabus.

"Can 
develop specific strategies for teaching culture fur the English

program.'
comrnents: (Jnless teachers have training on teaching culture, this is

rather dfficutt, especially as malerials for teaching CCU are scarce in

Indonesia.
However, if they want to they can always find materials frorn the inter-

net.

'Can examine oach new textbook carefully to determine whether it
takes an intercuitural point of view''

Comments: It depends on the pre-service ftaining of tlte teaclters, if
they have such i training, it should not be too dfficultfor them'

'Can identify the cultural aspects inherent in a texfbook''

comment: The more expased to authentic materials and the mare ob-

sewnnt a teacher is, the better s/he cawldidentifu them'
.Can see if the vocabulary iterns, examples, grammar structures, drills,

etc. are placed in some meaningful cultural context''

Commeit: Again it depends on the praficiency and Taining of the

teachers, be it pre-service or in-service'

"Can examine if photographs and illustrations in a textbook are cultur-

ally related.'
Comment: This should not be dfficult for the teachers'

'Can examine dialogues for their cultural content''

Comment: This alsa depends on the degree of cultural awareness of
the teacher.

.\'tultttntt. ('rtt,s,s-('uhuntl Umla,slontling; A l)ikmnru /or't titL 103

. In this ca.va tha best materiols would be audio-visual aids such as video
tape, CD, cD-Rom and DW becqwse the learners can see the kine-
sics af the actors and actresses and the whole context, resulting in
better understanding of the dialogue in question.

. 'can see if the textbooks which take a sfiong intercultural point of
view for possible cultural bias, i.e" whether they are objective, and
whether they stereotype or overgenenlize about a foreign culfure.'

n cornment: It also depends on the degree of intercultural sophisficafion
on the part of the teacher.

r In comparison with the aspects of culture espoused by different schol-
ars mentioned earlier, the above-mentioned aspects are reasonable,
more manageable and not too demanding.

CULTURE-TREE NNGLISH?

If there were culturc-free English, our task as non-native teachers of
English would be much easier. Is there any culture-free English? Kaplan
(1986) thinks so; he argues that ESp texts in science and technology are
virtually culture free. The language in science and technology is closer to
the culture of science than it is to the culture of any Engiisli speaking so-
ciety. Other comrnents (Feterson, 1986: 35) are as follows:

. '"The language of science is neutral with respect to culfure.,'

. "Among scientists all over the worid there exists a r.rniversal lan-
guage of science."

r "The laws and theorerus of science are based in the scientific
method, which is a rvay of investigating, thinking, and working,
shared by all scientists." This ca, be termed the 'oulture of sci-
ence'.

According to Bronowski (1956 in Peterson, 1986: 38) the cultural values
ofWestern science is summarized as follows:

(l) Dependence of the scientist on empirica! observation and belief
in the scientific rnethod as proof of the truth of new ideas.

(2) Independence from existing belief systems, willingness to chal-
lenge the belief systems of past generations of scientists.

(3) A positive value placed on originality, novelty, and new ways of
seeing. A willingness to change.

a

a
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(4) In society, an insistence on freedom of thought, tolerance for the

opinions of others, and respect the work of one's colleagues'

The idea that science is independent of the existing belief systems and de-

pendent on empirical observation may be at variance with some of the

p.lo"ipt.r of culture, for example with religious beliefs where human be-

ings are dependent on a super being'- 
However, it can be argued that if by the term 'culfure' is meant all

human activities, then science and technology are also human activities

which in turn 'must be' culturally influenced. In order not to be embroiled

in an endless argument about culture, probably it would be safe to say that

culture in tle widest sense of the term includes the culture of science and

in the narrow sense it excludes the culture of science. Maybe we have to

add one more component to Vallette's two components of culture (L977,

in Valdes, p.179) by adding 'culture of science', thus there are anthropo-

logical or sbcial culture, history of civilization and culture of science.

If that is the case, then it is justifiable for us not to teach ccu in the

narrow sense, especially in ESP, and the assumption tlrat language is in-

separable &om culture remains valid. If the main objective of the leamers

is onfy reading science and technology texts, then there is no need to leam

CCU. For exinple, reading a manual on assembling a motor-cycle would

not need any unierstanding of culture. In some science texts there may be

some cultuially loaded vocabulary items, but rnost probably they can be

dispensed wtth, a risk we have to bear when we leam a foreign language.

In international business, culture-free English is more prevalent. The

new term for culture-free English is 'Intemational English' or 'Offshore

English' which is spoken between Europeans (Dudle.rr-Evans and Jo St

Jolil, i99t. pp.53-5a). It is also claimed that today rnost English-medium

communications in business is conducted between nonnative speaker to

non-native speaker (I.{NS to I'{NS) using International English. In addi-

tion, it is suggested tiiat native spealers of Standard English need to leam

to use International English.

SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS

on one hand, we should realize that the teaching of ccu is emi-

nently fitting, knowing that language is inseparable from culture and that

to a iarge rx.nt culture is reflected in language. On the other hand, we
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recall in L2 is enhanced if the readers are knowledgeable about L2 culture

as well as L2 rhetoric (ibid. P. a)

Those who might be going overseas but do not know which country

they are likely to visit or study are equipped with the following principles:

A. The fact that mutual intelligibility is possible between two langrages

for the fbllowing reasons (Nida, 1964: 53'54):

r The similarity of mental processes of all peoples

. Similarity of sornatic (physical) reactions

. Range of cultural experience (material, social. religious, linguis-

tic, and esthetic)
. Capacity for adjustment to the bohavioural patterns of others

B. Culture universais:
r All cultural behaviour is patterned (Mandelbaum, 1949)

o All people exhibit culturally conditioned behaviours (seelye,

1988 in Valdes, 1996:7)
r social variables such as age, sex, social class, and place of resi-

dence influence the ways in which people speak and behave

(ibid.) '

. Quite a significant number of words and phrases have cultural

connotations (Tomalin and Stempleski, p.45)

r Dunnet, Dubin, I-ezberg in Valdes, 1996:148-149:
1" Languages cannot be tnanslated word-for-word
2. The tone of a speaker's voice (the intonation pattern) carries

meaning. All languages have different "tunes" or patterns of
intonation

3. Each language-culture employs gestures and body move-

ments which convey meaning

4. Languages use different grammatical elements for describ-

ing all parts of the PhYsical world
5. All cultures have taboo toPics

6. The terms of addressing people vary considerably among

languages.

C. If the leamer wants to study oral language, s/he should take Nelson

\tttltt)ut). ( 'rrr,s,r-('ulturul Ilntlestanding: A I)ilemma.[or.'t'tthl, lOj

Brooks' hors d:ouvr'es' (in Valdes, 1996: IZ4-IZS) into consideration:
o Greetings, friendly exchange, farewells
e llhe morphology of personal exchange
. Levels ofspeech
o Patterns of politeness
r Respect
o trntonation patterns
o Contractions and omissions
r Trues of error in speech and their importance

' Verbal taboos
r Written and spoken ianguage
. Numbers

CONCLUSION

To summarize, this paper has discussed the reasons learners of Eng-
lish in a TEFL country need to learn ccu, the aims of ccu, the assurrrp-
tions of writers of ccu textbooks and the leamer's assumptions, the
problems for leamers, the discussion on culture and cross cultural under-
standing, the ideal CCU teachers. the question of the existence of culture-
fiee English, and suggested solutions to the problems.

The main protrlems for iearners of EFL in terms of CCU are (a)
identifiiing the target culture as English now belongs to many nationali-
ties, native speakers as well as non-native speakers. [n other words:
whose culture do thel' have to learn? (b) the technical problems compris-
ing ver'bal, non-vertlal, and pictorial-verbal aspects. To solve the prob-
lems, we should analyze tlre needs of the leamers who can be divided into:
English teachers-to-be, those who plan to live in an English speaking
country for a lengthy period of time, those who will oniy make a short
visit, and those who rvill need English for reading purposes and will not
go overseas to live. Suggestions to solve the problems have been pro-
vided.

What is presently needed is a book on CCU for learners of English
rvho do not plan to go overseas to live or to study, as the majority of Eng-
lish learners in trndonesia are of this type.

A word of caution is in order here. Even if we learn a foreign lan-
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guage and culture thoroughly so that Y.: "u" 
communicate with native

lp"ii.tr with sophisticatiin," we will still encounter a host of subtle di-

mensions of culture that we will never truly be able to understand' we

will .emain in the "permanent immigraxt state" where we will be able to

understand the words but will n.u.r 6. able to completely comprehend all

of *rrit" connotations. (Acton and Walker de Felix in Valdes' L996:21)

Another warning is as follows:
. If intercultural trai,ning is transformative as Paige and Martin sug-

gested (lgg3 as quote; by shibata), the learner could be 'overtrans-

formed' becoming " 
'pr.udoforeigner' in his or her own country (in

lndonerian it is 'f,ebaiat-baratan'). T' illustrate, ttrrere is a playgroup

inSurabayathatteachesEnglishcultureinsuchawaythatmay.en-
J*!.., the children,s identity so that they wiltr become "anomie' in

their or*,n country. Anornie ii a feeling of homeie_ssness, where one

feels neither uo,rna firmly to his native culture nor fully adapted to the

second culture (Brown in Valdes, 37)

. Another danger is psychological. If the target culture is. more 'pres-

tigiour,, the ieu*".'might adopt it and look down upon his or her own

culture such as what ha:ppenrd d.rting the Dutch colonial period when

;;;;;; few or Indonesians became pseudo* Dutch in their behaviour

rrC tt irrt ing., condeseending those who could not speak Dutch'

Human communication iJ not perfect for the follorving reasons

(Nida, ibid. p.53): (1) 'No two people have exactly the same background

*A n.n"" utt dlm". in thei*se of even the same language code, and (2)

*r*opeopleemploythesamesSmbolsinexactlythesameways.'F{ow-
euer, human beings "* "o**unicate 

with one another as there is 'The

srmiiarit' of mentil processes of all peoples; the similarity of somatic re-

u"tion , range of cuitural experiettce, cipacrty for adjustnent to the be-

t uuio.ui pu[.*, of others." iiUla, p.s:-s4)' In other *?1du: on one hand

we can communicate with other peoples as we share similarities in certain

aspects, but on the other hand we should not expect perfect communica-

tion among us as we have different schemata'

r*"r-rvindealingwithCCU,weshouldalwaysremindourselves
that.peopl! do rniscoJmunicate linguistically a:rd c.ltulally. 'We should

never assume that we are talking abo-ut the same reality."' (Bennet, 1990).

Thus in teaching ccu we can only reduce misunderstanding, and we

.\;tttllt'n(t, ( 'rrr.rs,('ullurul I lrulc:;trnulttty: A I \lantmrt /in.'il,.'H, lll,l

should nevcr tako things for granted.
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